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From: Daniel Holody k3l
To: A. Randolph Blough
Date: 5/25/04 7:14PM
Subject: Re: Calls from SCWE alleger

I will ask residents in the morning on the near miss issue

>>> A. Randolph Blough 05/25/04 06:59PM >>>
i have had several calls from the alleger in the past week; (she knows i work late and calls after the
seretaries have gone.)
i will summarize the discussions below:
- - she said attorneys are working on a 'settlement' of her civil suit; she provided details of what she is
asking which is, in general, to be involved with creating a center of excellence on SCWE within PSEG but
for the benefit of all of industry. she asked for my support and i said , of course, NRC will remain neutral
- - she asked about the meeting in June, said some would shy away from a meeing at any PSEG
premesis, including the news center, and suggested a VFW in Pennsville, but she wasn't sure if it would
support good sound systems and visual aids - - we had already been moving toward the holiday inn in
swedesboro, so i decided to let that proceed; we can check into the VFW in pennsville for future meetings;
if the facility is ok, it might save us some money to use it.
- - she asked about the plants and the outage at salem . Dan, she said she has heard that, on a level I
assoc with a 'near-miss electrocution,' that the eventual corrective actions were rather thin - - I did
not commit to anything but we should ask the residents what they know and consider whether we
need to do anything.
- - asked, a couple times about hub and sam's turnover schedule; i just said that it's being sequenced with
all the other ones.
- - on Friday, 5/21 she said bakken had met with dave lochbaum and provided copies of the assessments,
including one for lochbaum to pass on to her, for comment. also, that attorneys are talking about
groundrUles for a possible meeting between bakken and her.
- -On Tuesday, 5/25, she called and said the PSEG assessments are very 'alarming', asked why it's OK
for the plants to operate, which we discussed for awhile. She said she doesn't really buy it, and opined
that many will challenge the NRC and PSEG on that. She also mentioned that Jill Lipoti had called and
told her of the 'special inspection ' of the diesel - - Dave, it looks like she is confused because,
although the resident did some initial review ICW the state engr, i think the next step is a referral -
- do we need to do anything to un-confuse her?
Dan & dave, RSVP on the bolded items.
thanks.
randy
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From: Daniel Holody
To: David Vito
Date: 5/25/04 7:32PM
Subject:: Fwd: Re: Calls from SCWE alleger

Dave

our panel form says we will refer unless NJ objected and they did not per Anne's email earlier today

dan


